UNIT 2
EMPHASIZING OBJECTS

“News Report - Unbelievable Robbery”

E.T.E. Karim Juárez Cortés
Idea original y Diseño
INSTRUCTIONS: Read the next News Report and pay attention to the words in blue.

UNBELIEVABLE ROBBERY

Members of the public were invited to the opening of the New Museum here in Hidalgo the last week through radio and TV adverts. This museum on Juarez Avenue was completed in June, and will be opened by the president of the Mexican Republic the next Saturday. This gallery was built to show to the public historical technology items. Most of the objects were given to the Museum by citizens from our country.

Unfortunately the last Thursday someone entered to the museum and many historical items were stolen last night in the National Museum. Nobody knows what happened but it is likely that the thief climbed down a rope through the skylight. Now the museum opening was postponed until the police find the thieves of those precious and valuable objects.
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